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About Slope Threads is on a mission to get more people on the slopes for less money and less hassle. We
partner with some of the best gear and apparel brands around, which allows our customers to rent
the latest trends and styles in high-quality ski apparel for a fraction of retail prices. Slope Threads is
here to save you time and money as you plan that family ski vacation, or if you’re just looking to
enjoy the occasional day or weekend on the slopes. Best of all- we deliver right to your doorstep or
vacation destination of choice. 

Key Features

Full name brand ski outfits for rent, starting at $29/day
Free shipping nation-wide to your home or ski destination of choice
Add-ons & accessories for purchase (base layers, ski socks, sunscreen, etc)
Option for pick-up and drop-off from our Golden, CO storefront

The Backstory

Slope Threads was born when Founder Sarah Laughlin discovered that it’s difficult for many people to
shop, pack and prepare for their ski vacations or occasional day on the slopes. Airline baggage fees
and restrictions, the prohibitive cost of purchasing name-brand apparel and the time and hassle
involved in getting a full ski outfit together are just a few of the reasons people may not be fully
enjoying what should be an amazing experience on the slopes. We decided to help remove these
barriers by offering a convenient and affordable one-stop solution for ski apparel so our customers
can focus on the task at hand…having a great time on the mountain!

Our Customers

Top U.S. Markets 

Texas

Florida 

California

New York

Illinois

57%  Male

43%  Female

42%  25-34

25%  35-44

14%  45-54

10%  18-24

10%  55+

$100,931.00
Average Household Income 
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Sarah Laughlin
CEO, Founder

As the Founder and CEO of
Slope Threads, Sarah leads the team in
bringing Slope Threads' company mission
and vision to life. She is passionate
about making life easier for travelers and
making the outdoor industry more
accessible to a broader audience. She
holds an MBA from the University of
Denver and a B.A. from the University of
Colorado. In her free time, you can find
Sarah exploring Colorado's many hiking
trails, traveling & cooking for friends and
family. 

Nick Pearson 
Chief of Sales and
Operations

Nick Pearson is Colorado native and avid
outdoorsman. He brings over a decade of
sales and e-commerce operations
experience to the Slope Threads team
and has worked for some of the most
notable and innovative outdoor brands in
the business. Nick holds a B.S in
Business and Marketing from the
University of Colorado. In his free time,
he likes to hike and explore with his dog
Ruger. 

Logan Singleton
Chief Technology Officer

Logan Singleton is the Slope
Threads lead technology guru and is
charged with helping making our
customer and user experience as simple
and as enjoyable as possible. He has
extensive web development and graphic
design experience and over the course of
his career, has helped build and manage
multimillion dollar eCommerce websites.
In his free time, Logan spends his time
running, biking, and cross training. 

Contact:
sarah@slopethreads.com

Slopethreads.com
720.427.4806

15985 S Golden Rd A, Golden, CO 80401
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